
June 22, 2002

TO: The County Board of Arlington, Virginia

FROM: Ron Carlee, County Manager

SUBJECT: Approveval the award of agreements to begin construction and construction
management for temporary expansion joint repairs to the ffirst step lime reaction
tanks (#1 LRTs) at the Water Pollution Control Plant (WPCP).

RECOMMENDATIONS:                

(1)(1)               Approve the award of an agreement with Hayward Baker, Inc.
[Ffirm’s name, bid will be opened on 6/3/02] for temporary
expansion joint repairs to the first step#1 LRTs in the total amount
of [estimate $1.2 M] $1,100,000 under Invitation to Bid No. 210-
02..  The total amount includes a base contract price of $1,011,150
[INSERT AMOUNT] and a 8.85% contingency of [INSERT
AMOUNT].

(1)  $88,850.

(2) Approve an amendment to anthe agreement with Klein and
Hoffman, Inc. (K&H) for the construction services of the
expansion joint repairs to the first step #1 LRTs under Agreement
No. E-49 in the amount of $42,460.

(3) Delegate to the Purchasing Agent the authority to execute the
contract agreement documents, subject to legal review by the
County Attorney.

ISSUES:        None.The temporary repair work to the #1 LRT #1 is required by the 4/1/02
Consent Order between the State Water Control Board and Arlington County.  The
noise level from the pump- around is anticipated, by the engineer, to be approximately
38 decibels at the north side of S. Glebe road.  This noise level is significantly less
than the quietest air conditioner, 68 decibels, and road traffic, 55 to 70 decibels.  The
local community has been was informed that this option was under consideration.

BACKGROUND: The Lime Reaction Tanks (lime reaction tanks (LRTs)) were designed in
the early 1970’’s and placed into service in 1978.  The LRTs consist of two banks of three tanks
each called the first and second steps.  Each of the six tanks holds 2,200,000 gallons of water.
The tanks are located at the beginning of the advanced wastewater treatment (AWT) process.
They were originally intended to remove phosphorus be used to providein a physical-chemical
removal process for phosphorus using lime.  For the past 23 years, the tanks have been used to
remove phosphorus using ferric chloride.  They tanks are critical to the treatment processprocess,
as they are the only conduit sending flow from the secondary system forward to the gravity and
carbon filters.



Staff:  Robert Mace, Acting director, DES
           Larry Slattery, Chief, WPCD

Review by the County Attorney:_________________________________

Long- term minor leaks in the tanks have been were exacerbated by recent construction at the
WPCP and .  Rrepairs to the existing expansion joints are needed immediately to reduce the
likelihood of additional leaks in the future and to preserve the facility’s ability to meet the
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit.  The Board approved to
repairs to the Second Step LRTs (#2 LRT) in October 2001; the and the Second Step LRTs
repair project was completed on April 15, 2002.  The repair project consisted of the repair of the
existing expansion joints in the floor slabs, tank walls, and influent /effluent channel walls.  The
repairs consisted of  It entailed injectionng of  the existing expansion joints with hydro-active
grout, and the installationing of new steel strap plates across the floor slab expansion joints.  The
final contract amount was $809,229Eight Hundred Nine Thousand Two Hundred Twenty Nine
Dollars.

To reduce the repair time and allow proper joint preparation, it is necessary to have all three
tanks of the the first step#1 LRTs empty.  To accomplish this, it is necessary to incorporate a
temporary bypass pump system to allow flow to go around the first step to the second step. Thus,
the requested construction cost is more than the second step LRTs' repair work. Pending Board
approval of the agreements, the #1 LRT will be repaired by performing work in all three tanks
concurrently while maintaining bypass flow to the second step.
 Pending Board approval of the agreements, the first step#1 LRT will be repaired by performing
work in all three (3) tanks concurrently.  That is whyus, the requested construction cost is more
than the second step LRTs’ repair work.

SCOPE OF WORK:

#1Step 1:  LRT temporary temporary repairs work consists of:

� Installation of sealant into floor slab and wall expansion joints to prevent/minimize leakage
while accommodating joint movement up to a minimum ½ inch.

� Installation of steel strap plates across the floor slab expansion joints and other areas.  Steel
strap plates will minimize movement of the tank sections.

� Installation of a temporary diesel driven bypass pumping system to maintain flow around the
LRT during the repair process.

The first step#1 LRT repairs are scheduled to be completed no later than 91 calendar days after
the Notice to Proceed, which will place the final completion date in October 2002.

LRT construction services consists of:



K&H to perform construction services for the first step#1 LRT construction work.

� Visit the site and inspect construction progress
� Attend weekly progress meetings
� Review shop drawings
� Conduct performance testing
� Monitor schedule and other necessary items
� Perform survey and monitor crack gages for the LRTs

BID INFORMATION:

The following bids were received on June 3, 2002:

Hayward Baker, Inc.  (lowest responsive bid)                                                
$1,011,150

NORAIR Engineering Co.                                                      $1,217,000???????

The low bid is below the Engineer’s estimate.

K&H Engineering Estimate                                                    $1,2000,000

SELECTION OF THE ENGINEERSS:

Because the long-term minor leaks in the LRTs were exacerbated by recent construction at the
WPCP, in April 2001, it was decided to more thoroughly investigate the reasons for the cause of
the leakage.  To prevent a conflict of interest, it was necessary to hire an engineering firm that
did not have past or current involvement with the LRTs.  In addition, to prevent a conflict of
interest, it was desirable to locate a firm that did not have a relationship with the current and past
firms who had involvement with the LRTsIn April 2001, .  Sseveral firms were located and were
requested to submit a telephone quote (TQ#99-T).  K&H was the firm that gave the lowest cost
($24,100) for performing an analysis of the LRTs.

Subsequently, To expedite the installation of the temporary repairs and to minimize the time
required to complete the design of the temporary repairs, management decided to assign the
design of the temporary repairs to Klein and& Hoffman was assigned the design work for
$35,400 Uunder EPO-49 in the summer  of 2001.   Additionally, tThen the County Board
approved  to haveing K&H to performed the construction services for the second step LRTs
repair work in October 2001.  K&H performed those tasks efficiently and professionally,
therefore we recommend K&H perform the construction services for the first step LRT’s repair
work..

FISCAL IMPACT:



Funding for the services described above is available from Utility Pay-As-You-Go funds (fFund
019) $208,186) and Expansion Wastewater Treatment Bond Funds (Ffund 25). Fund ($934,274).


